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BACKGROUND

From 2007 to 2016, the Norwegian energy company Statoil, today
Equinor, operated in the oil sands of Alberta, Canada. Approx. 70 % of
the world’s discovered oil resources are of heavy oil quality, with the
Canadian oil sands as biggest known site. This fact alone obviously
made the oil sands an attractive business case – initially.

(Statoil 2011:3)

(Statoil 2011:8)

But Statoil, internationally credited as the “clean and green” oil
producer, then also became part of the most land-seizing, energydemanding and emission-intensive oil production the world had ever
seen – often referred to as “The Mordor of oil production”. As such,
Statoil entered into quite an unfamiliar, controversial site, which had
some effects on the company and the public debates at home and in
Canada. How did Statoil strive to make room for the oil sands as
acceptable solution in their portfolio, in a world increasingly aware of
climate concerns?

(Statoil 2015: cover)

(Statoil 2012:7)
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ABOUT THIS STUDY

While petroleum production and industry actors have received
massive scientific attention when it comes to environmental issues,
market alterations and geopolitics, less heed has been directed
towards the very specific accounts of reality such actors
simultaneously produce. This study shows that to make oil “work” in
today’s society is about more than physical extraction, transportation
and distribution: Also worldviews and arguments for oil production
activities and oil as reasonable product are imperative.
Stories and storytelling
By tracing the words and actions of one such commercial actor, this
study investigates stories produced by Statoil during their time in
Canada. While the stories’ content is key, attention is also drawn to
the actor’s very practice of telling such stories. But it is not only about
words. As becomes apparent throughout the study, the production
technologies in use are of vital importance to get right: Both when
performing oil production and when telling tales of what the oil sands
are all about – especially when pictures from on-site activity are
involved. Thus, what happens on the ground more concretely, is never
decoupled from, nor irrelevant to, these stories.
Not only Statoil…
By unravelling the content of Statoil’s stories and simultaneously
asking ‘how have their activities and stories about own project been
met and protested, in certain settings’, also other actors come into
view, get staged and perform in the material and analyses.

This study looks into concrete empirical situations to shed light on
how opposition towards Statoil not only comes from NGOs and
other obvious antagonists, but also from within the Canadian oil
sands industry. By alternating between Statoil’s stories and those
of others, the study is able to show that opposition, although
always troubling for Statoil to handle, at the same time is
distinctively productive: Statoil incorporate counter-arguments,
mend them and argue how these are either irrelevant, or directly
relevant – but always met with proper technological
measurements. Various opposition, then, keep Statoil on their
toes and give them an opportunity always to act legitimately;
meaning with appropriately configured oil sand narratives. But
what happens when the «wrong» story gets too much attention
in the public eye?

METHODs & MATERIALs:

* Textual and visual analysis. Applying theoretical resources
and methodological concepts from the field of science and
technology studies (STS) – supplementing with concepts
from narrative theory.
* Statoil’s Oil Sand Reports, governmental white papers,
press releases, media articles and news reports,
infotainment videos, publicly available interviews with
spokespersons, diverse reports, technical project plans and
applications, blog articles and official web sites
(governmental, industrial, NGO).
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